The latest News Around Us in Feb #4
Abuse, Ratzinger: ‘Shame, sorrow, heartfelt request for forgiveness’
Vatican News

Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI (Vatican Media)
In a letter to the faithful of Munich, the Pope Emeritus speaks of clerical pedophilia,
taking his cue from the words "mea maxima culpa" repeated at Mass: “We ourselves
are drawn into this grievous fault whenever we neglect it or fail to confront it with the
necessary decisiveness and responsibility."
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI intervenes directly and personally to respond to the
report on abuse in the diocese of Munich and Freising where he was archbishop for
less than five years. He does so with a text filled with a penitential aspect, which
contains his personal "confession" and a look of faith on the "most grievous fault" of
abuses and cover-ups.
In the first part of the letter, Ratzinger thanks those who collaborated with him to
examine the documentary material and prepare the answers sent to the commission.
As he has already done in recent days, he apologizes again for the error, absolutely
unintentional, about his presence at the meeting of 15 January 1980, during which it
was decided to accept into the diocese a priest who required treatment. He also says
he is "particularly grateful for the confidence, support and prayer that Pope Francis
personally expressed to me."
In the second part of the letter, the Pope Emeritus says he is struck by the fact that the
Church daily places at the center of every celebration of the Mass "the confession of
our sins and a petition for forgiveness. We publicly implore the living God to forgive
our fault, our most grievous fault.” It is clear, Benedict continues, that "the words
‘most grievous’ do not apply each day and to every person in the same way. Yet every
day they do cause me to question if today too I should speak of a most grievous fault.
And they tell me with consolation that however great my fault may be today, the Lord
forgives me, if I sincerely allow myself to be examined by him, and am really
prepared to change."
Joseph Ratzinger then recalls face-to-face conversations with victims of abuse
committed by clerics. "In all my meetings, especially during my many Apostolic
Journeys, with victims of sexual abuse by priests, I have seen at first hand the effects

of a most grievous fault. And I have come to understand that we ourselves are drawn
into this grievous fault whenever we neglect it or fail to confront it with the necessary
decisiveness and responsibility, as too often happened and continues to happen."
"As in those meetings," says the Pope Emeritus, "once again I can only express to all
the victims of sexual abuse my profound shame, my deep sorrow and my heartfelt
request for forgiveness. I have had great responsibilities in the Catholic
Church. All the greater is my pain for the abuses and the errors that occurred in
those different places during the time of my mandate. Each individual case of sexual
abuse is appalling and irreparable. The victims of sexual abuse have my deepest
sympathy and I feel great sorrow for each individual case."
Benedict XVI then says he understands more and more "the repugnance and fear that
Christ felt on the Mount of Olives when He saw all the dreadful things that He would
have to endure inwardly. Sadly, the fact that in those moments the disciples were
asleep represents a situation that, today too, continues to take place, and for which I
too feel called to answer. And so, I can only pray to the Lord and ask all the angels
and saints, and you, dear brothers and sisters, to pray for me to the Lord our God."
Ratzinger concludes his letter with these words: "Quite soon, I shall find myself
before the final judge of my life. Even though, as I look back on my long life, I can
have great reason for fear and trembling, I am nonetheless of good cheer, for I trust
firmly that the Lord is not only the just judge, but also the friend and brother who
himself has already suffered for my shortcomings, and is thus also my advocate, my
‘Paraclete’. In light of the hour of judgement, the grace of being a Christian becomes
all the more clear to me. It grants me knowledge, and indeed friendship, with the
judge of my life, and thus allows me to pass confidently through the dark door of
death."
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A personal confession from the bottom of the heart
Along with Benedict XVI's letter, a short three-page annex was also published, written
by the four legal experts - Stefan Mückl, Helmuth Pree, Stefan Korta, and Carsten
Brennecke—who had already been involved in drafting the 82-page response to the
commission's questions. Those responses, attached to the report on abuse in Munich,
had stirred up controversy, and contained a transcription error that led to the

assertion of Archbishop Ratzinger's absence at the meeting in which it was decided to
accept a priest who had been guilty of abuse.
In their new answers, the legal experts reiterate that Cardinal Ratzinger, when he
accepted the transfer of the priest who was to be treated in Munich, was not aware
that he was an abuser. And in the meeting of January 1980, the reason why he had to
receive treatment was not mentioned, nor was it decided to engage him in pastoral
activity. The documents confirm what Ratzinger said.
The reason for the error regarding Ratzinger's initially-denied presence is then
explained in detail: Only Professor Mückl was allowed to view the acts in electronic
version, without being allowed to save, print, or photocopy documents. In the
subsequent phase of processing, Dr. Korta inadvertently made a transcription error
asserting that Ratzinger was absent on January 15, 1980. One cannot therefore
impute this transcription error to Benedict XVI as a conscious false statement or "lie".
Among other things, already in 2010, several press articles, never denied, spoke of
Ratzinger's presence at that meeting, and the Pope Emeritus himself, in the biography
written by Peter Seewald and published in 2020, claims to have been present.
Experts say that in none of the cases analyzed by the report was Joseph Ratzinger
aware of sexual abuse committed, or suspicion of sexual abuse committed, by priests.
The documentation does not provide any evidence to the contrary and in fact,
answering precise questions on this point during the press conference of presentation,
the same lawyers who drafted the report said that they presumed with probability that
Ratzinger knew, but without this claim being corroborated by testimonies or
documents.
Finally, the experts deny that the responses they drafted on behalf of the Pope
Emeritus downplayed the seriousness of a priest's exhibitionist behavior. "In his
memoir Benedict XVI did not minimize the exhibitionist behavior, but expressly
condemned it. The phrase used as alleged evidence of minimizing exhibitionism is
taken out of context." In his response, Benedict XVI had stated that abuses, including
exhibitionism, are "terrible," "sinful," "morally reprehensible", and "irreparable." In
the canonical evaluation of the event, “there was only a desire to recall that
according to the canon law then in force, exhibitionism was not a crime in the
restricted sense, because the relevant penal norm did not include in the case in point
behavior of that type.”
The annex signed by the four expert advisors in law, for whose work the Pope
Emeritus has taken responsibility, therefore contributes to clarifying what came out of
Ratzinger's mind and heart, as well as the result of the research of his advisors.
Benedict XVI reiterates that he had no knowledge of the abuses committed by priests
during his brief episcopate. But with humble and deeply Christian words he asks
forgiveness for the "most grievous fault" of the abuses and for the errors and
underestimations that occurred during his tenure.

UK archeologists unearth Roman-era cemetery holding dozens of decapitated
skeletons
They could have been outcasts or criminals, according to researchers.
Michael Ruiz - Fox News

A high-speed rail project led to the gruesome discovery of dozens of decapitated
corpses just outside a major metropolis.
United Kingdom archeologists have announced the discovery of about
40 2,000-year-old decapitated corpses buried in an ancient Roman village unearthed
during the construction of the HS2 project, an hour northwest of London.
In addition to the ruins of the village, artifacts and ancient coins, they found burial
sites for more than 400 people, about 10% of whom had been decapitated. They could
have been outcasts or criminals, according to authorities, but the nature of their
beheadings was not fully clear.

Roman lead die uncovered during archaeological excavations at Fleet Marston, near
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. Excavations took place during 2021. (HS2)
DOZENS OF ARMY CAMPS FROM ANCIENT ROME DISCOVERED
Some of those had their skulls placed between their legs or at their feet, according to
the researchers.
"One interpretation of this burial practice is that it could be the burial of criminals or
a type of outcast, although decapitation is well-known elsewhere and appears to have

been a normal, albeit marginal, burial rite during the late Roman period," the HS2
said in a statement over the weekend.

Roman skeleton with head placed between legs uncovered during archaeological
excavations at Fleet Marston, near Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. Excavations took
place during 2021. (HS2)
Researchers expect to learn more about Britain’s Roman era and how residents once
lived there.
"All human remains uncovered will be treated with dignity, care and respect and our
discoveries will be shared with the community," Helen Wass, HS2 Ltd’s head of
heritage.
Search teams also discovered ancient pottery, an old lead die, as well as other tools
and ornaments.
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Roman skeleton with head placed between legs uncovered during archaeological
excavations at Fleet Marston, near Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. Excavations took
place during 2021. (HS2)
HS2 said that they also found hundreds of ancient coins, suggesting "trade and
commerce" in the town, which was situated along a defunct road between the former
Roman cities of Verulamium, now St. Albans, and Corinium Dobunnorum, now
Cirencester.
The HS2 rail system is a planned cross-country, high-speed line. Since 2018, HS2 has
investigated about 100 archeological sites, including the Fleet Marston village.
CLICK HERE TO GET THE FOX NEWS APP
A team of over 50 archeologists began excavating the site last year, according to the
project organizers.
Climate change activists have protested the rail project, demanding the government
halt the construction. Last month, London police evicted a group of them from a city
park, where they had set up an encampment to demand an end to the project.

Olympic US-born Chinese figure skater Zhu Yi breaks down in tears after falling
again during team event.
Paulina Dedaj - Fox News
Zhu was criticized heavily on Chinese social media just a day earlier after her
performance in the team’s competition short program event
Fox News Flash top headlines are here. Check out what's clicking on Foxnews.com.
A rough first showing at the Beijing Winter Olympics for U.S.-born Chinese figure
skater Zhu Yi continued on Monday after she fell twice during the final event in the
team competition before breaking down in tears on the ice.
Zhu, who was born in California but gave up her American citizenship to compete for
China in 2018, began the women’s free skate event well, landing both her first two
jumps before falling on a triple-flip attempt, according to Yahoo Sports.
She took a second fall on her very next attempt.

Zhu Yi of China falls during the figure skating team event women's single skating free
skating at Capital Indoor Stadium in Beijing, capital of China, Feb. 7, 2022. (Photo
by Zhang Yuwei/Xinhua via Getty Images)
After finishing, Zhu broke down in tears. Emotions were high for the 19-year-old
skater who was criticized heavily on the Chinese social media platform, Weibo, just a
day earlier after her poor performance in the team’s competition short program
event.

China's Zhu Yi reacts crying after competing in the women's single skating free
skating of the figure skating team event during the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympic
Games at the Capital Indoor Stadium in Beijing on February 7, 2022. (Photo by
SEBASTIEN BOZON/AFP via Getty Images)
She took a hard fall on her opening jump before later stumbling again for a last-place
finish. Her performance knocked China out of third to fifth place in the team event at
the time.
Social media users on the site attacked the skater, questioning her selection over
others.
According to AFP, the hashtag #ZhuYiFellOver had over 230 million views by
Sunday afternoon before being removed from the website. A second tag,
#ZhuYiMessedUp, remained on the site with just around 80 million views at the time.

Zhu Yi of China reacts after the figure skating team event women's single skating free
skating at Capital Indoor Stadium in Beijing, capital of China, Feb. 7, 2022. (Photo
by Zhang Yuwei/Xinhua via Getty Images)
Zhu finished Monday’s event in last place with a score of 91.41. The Russians took
gold in the team event, followed by Team USA and Japan with a bronze medal finish.
China placed fifth overall behind Canada.

Canada scrambles to end protests against COVID measures as bridge blockades
drag on
Ismail Shakil & Anna Mehler Paperny - Reuters

Reuters/CARLOS OSORIO
OTTAWA (Reuters) -Canadian authorities are scrambling to find ways to end the
12-day occupation of the national capital's downtown over COVID-19 measures, as
protesters continue to block two border crossings between the United States and
Canada, including the key Ambassador Bridge.
While police say the number of protesters in Ottawa is dropping, a blockade that start
Monday at the vital Ambassador Bridge
https://www.reuters.com/world/americas/angry-canada-truckers-block-busiest-bridge
-with-us-trudeau-faces-grilling-2022-02-08 linking Canada and the United States is
disrupting trade.

Reuters/LARS HAGBERG Truckers and supporters continue to protest COVID-19
vaccine mandates in Ottawa

The bridge, one of the busiest border crossings on the continent, handling around
8,000 trucks a day, reopened on Tuesday for U.S.-bound vehicles, but the Canada
Border Services Agency's website showed lanes from the United States were still
closed on Wednesday.
Business associations on both sides of the border have called for the reopening of the
bridge. "As our economies emerge from the impacts of the pandemic, we cannot allow
any group to undermine the cross-border trade that supports families on both sides of
the border," they said in a joint statement.

Reuters/LARS HAGBERG Truckers and supporters continue to protest COVID-19
vaccine mandates in Ottawa
"Everyone has the right to protest peacefully ... but the economic and social harm that
these protests are having here in Windsor and Ottawa and across Canada is quite
significant," Mayor Drew Dilkens told reporters at a briefing.
"This cannot be allowed to be sustained for any length of time. Action will have to be
taken to reopen this bridge," he said, adding that the city had asked for additional
resources from federal and provincial governments to deal with the protests.
The bridge closure has already caused a shortage of parts at carmaker Stellantis's
assembly plant in Windsor, Ontario. The company said it had to end shifts early on
Tuesday, but the plant was able to resume production Wednesday morning.
"We are working with all relevant partners to see this come to a swift conclusion and
we will continue to do everything we can to support Canadian workers and
businesses," Canada's Innovation Minister Francois-Philippe Champagne said on
Twitter.

Reuters/CARLOS OSORIO Truckers continue to protest against COVID-19 mandates
in Canada.
Protesters have also been blocking another border crossing at Coutts, Alberta, police
said on Tuesday, the same day the main oil-producing Canadian province announced
plans to ease pandemic restrictions.
Starting as a "Freedom Convoy" opposing a vaccinate-or-quarantine mandate for
cross-border truckers mirrored by the U.S. government, the protest is about much
more. Demonstrators have aired a litany of grievances encompassing COVID-19
health measures, a carbon tax and other legislation.
"We continue to know that science and public health rules and guidance is the best
way to this pandemic is the way we're going to get to the other side," Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau told reporters as he entered a Liberal caucus meeting on Wednesday.
Downtown residents criticized police for their initially permissive attitude toward the
blockade in Ottawa, but authorities began trying to take back control Sunday night
with the seizure of thousands of liters of fuel and the removal of an oil tanker truck.
Protesters say they are peaceful, but some Ottawa residents have said they were
attacked and harassed. Criminal investigations are under way into, among other
things, attempted arson at a downtown apartment building.

Reuters/BLAIR GABLE Truckers and supporters continue to protest against
COVID-19 vaccine mandates in Ottawa.
While tougher policing has dissuaded some demonstrators, Deputy Police Chief Steve
Bell has said many of those remaining in Ottawa were highly "determined and
volatile." Police have made 23 arrests so far.
Police have asked for reinforcements - both officers and people with legal expertise in
insurance and licensing - suggesting intentions to pursue enforcement through
commercial vehicle licenses.
The office of Canada's public safety minister, Marco Mendicino, confirmed on
Tuesday that they were in talks to provide more officers as well as tactical troops,
joint intelligence and community liaison teams.
(Reporting by Ismail Shakil in Bengaluru and Anna Mehler Paperny in Ottawa;
Additional reporting by Ben Klayman in Detroit, Steve Scherer in Ottawa and
Kanishka Singh in Bengaluru; Editing by Denny Thomas and Lisa Shumaker)

North Korea says it has a missile that can hit the US mainland and 'shake the
world'
Bill Bostock (wbostock@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider

Business Insider North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. KCNA via Reuters.
North Korea has conducted a flurry of short- and medium-range missile tests in 2022
alone.
The foreign ministry said Tuesday it has a missile that can reach the US and "shake
the world."
UN experts said there had been "a marked acceleration" in missile testing.
North Korea said it had a missile that can reach the US mainland and "shake the
world."
Since the start of the year, Pyongyang has conducted a flurry of missile tests,
including seven in January, a feat the foreign ministry on Tuesday said were
"remarkable achievements."
North Korea said it tested the Hwasong-12, one of its most advanced
intermediate-range missiles made in 2017, on January 30 — its first test since its
creation.
The country also said it had a long-range missile named the Hwasong-15, which it
said can reach the US mainland. The Hwasong-15 has not been tested since it was
made in 2017. In a Tuesday statement, the foreign ministry said the larger missile can
strike the US with ease.
"In today's world, where many countries waste time dealing with the US with
submission and blind obedience, there's only our country on this planet that can shake
the world by firing a missile with the US mainland in its range," it said, Reuters
reported.
"There are more than 200 countries in the world, but only a few have hydrogen
bombs, intercontinental ballistic missiles, and hypersonic missiles."

KCNA via REUTERS A composite image shared by the state-run Korean Central
News Agency on January 28, 2022, showing recent missile tests.
United Nations experts warned this month that there had been "a marked
acceleration" in the testing of short- and medium- range missiles in recent weeks.
A State Department spokesperson told Insider: "Our goal remains the complete
denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula."
"The DPRK constitutes a threat to international peace and security and the global
nonproliferation regime. The US has a vital interest in deterring the DPRK, defending
against its provocations or uses of force, limiting the reach of its most dangerous
weapons programs, and above all keeping the American people, our deployed forces,
and our allies safe."
A State Department spokesperson previously said it "condemns" two of the missile
tests conducted earlier in January, saying they violated multiple UN Security Council
resolutions.
The UN Security Council first subjected North Korea to sanctions over its arms and
nuclear activities in 2006, and has since increased their severity.
The UN also believes that North Korea funded its missile program with around $50
million in stolen cryptocurrency.

Unionization efforts gain momentum on Capitol Hill
Nikole Killion - CBS News

Bloomberg Lawmakers Work To Finish Business Before Thanksgiving Break
Washington.
Michigan Congressman Andy Levin is introducing a resolution Wednesday that would
formally allow House staffers to form unions and engage in collective bargaining.
"It basically effectuates something that Congress did for everybody else who works
for us except our personal office staff and our committee staff," the Democratic
lawmaker Levin told CBS News. "It's a really big deal."
The resolution calls for "approving certain regulations to implement provisions of the
Congressional Accountability Act." That 1995 legislation extended labor protections
to support legislative branch employees and entities like the U.S. Capitol Police,
Library of Congress and the Architect of the Capitol but it stopped short of fully
covering House and Senate staff.
"This resolution simply says what we did back then, now we are applying to the staff
who work in our personal offices and in our district offices and in our committees and
it's about time," Levin said.
The unionization movement accelerated on Capitol Hill last week after an Instagram
account dubbed "Dear White Staffers" went viral with grievances from anonymous
staffers about low pay, lack of diversity and hostile work environments.
A report by the cross-partisan reform group, Issue One, found one in eight
congressional staffers aren't paid a living wage, with staff assistants earning a
median annual salary of $38,730. A separate survey by the Congressional
Progressive Staff Association found that 39 percent of respondents have taken out a
loan to make ends meet.

Republican leaders say they oppose staffers' efforts to unionize but a growing number
of Democrats, including House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Majority Leader
Chuck Schumer, have expressed support for the move. The White House said
President Biden is also on board.
"He supports the right of any individual to seek to join a union, to collectively bargain,
and of course Capitol Hill staffers are certainly individuals who are pursuing that,"
Press Secretary Jen Psaki said.
It's unclear how soon Levin's resolution could be taken up by the full House. If
approved, he said it would be up to staffers to decide how to organize.
"I think this is a part of a much broader movement in society," Levin explained.
"You had industry after industry start to form unions, Amazon, now we have
Starbucks … and Capitol Hill is not exempt."

The CDC is finally recognizing 'natural immunity' — legislators should follow suit
Jeffrey Klausner & Noah Kojima, opinion contributors - The Hill

Getty Images
There are now more than 65 million people who have recovered from COVID-19 in
the United States. While vaccination for COVID-19 has been critically important to
protect us against severe disease, hospitalizations and death, the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) are finally acknowledging the strong
protection provided from immunity after a SARS-CoV-2 infection: so-called "natural
immunity."
In the CDC report, which analyzed COVID-19 cases in California and New York in
2021 from May 30 to November 20, the scientists compared the risk of new
SARS-CoV-2 infection among four groups of people: those who were unvaccinated
without a prior case of COVID-19; those vaccinated without prior COVID-19; those
unvaccinated with prior COVID-19 and those vaccinated with prior COVID-19.

The authors explain that before the emergence of the delta variant of SARS-CoV-2,
recent vaccination was more protective against new infection than natural immunity
(in California during June, for example, 20.9-fold vs 8.2-fold). However, after delta
became prevalent, natural immunity was more protective against infection than
vaccination (in California during September, 8.3-fold vs 35.0-fold).
During the delta wave of COVID-19, the incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection among
those with "enhanced" immunity due to both vaccination and prior infection, was
32.5-fold lower in California and 19.8-fold lower in New York, whereas rates among
those vaccinated alone (without prior COVID-19) were only 6.2-fold lower in
California and 4.5-fold lower in New York.
The rates among those with natural immunity were 29.0-fold lower in California and
14.7-fold lower in New York. The authors note that hospitalization rates followed a
similar pattern.
The report finally acknowledges what many have suspected for a long time - that
surviving COVID-19 provides excellent natural immunity not only repeat infection but
also to hospitalization and death for the delta variant of COVID-19.
CDC Pivots Definition Of Full Vaccination
The pattern of improved protection after natural infection makes sense. It always has.
That's how immunity against infections works. That is why vaccines work. T
he COVID-19 vaccines were developed to mimic a natural infection based on the
original virus that was identified in 2019, what biologists call the "wildtype" strain of
SARS-CoV-2.
The vaccines, especially the commonest mRNA-based ones, use the spike protein of
SARS-CoV-2, the protein that acts as a key to enter cells and cause infection. By
blocking that entry with vaccine-induced antibodies, infection is prevented.
In contrast, during a natural infection, the human body is exposed to all parts of the
virus, including the spike protein. When the immune system responds to enable
recovery from the infection, it is broader and more diverse, with a greater ability to
defend against any future SARS-CoV-2 virus variants.
Therefore, while mutations naturally form in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein through
the process of viral evolution, the targeted vaccine-based approach to attack the spike
protein, while still effective, is not as robust as the armamentarium created from
surviving a true infection, and most effective in combination with vaccination.
What is clear from the new CDC report over all periods is this - the worst group to be
in is the nonvaccinated group without prior COVID-19. That group is the most likely
to be infected, and if also at risk for severe disease - older 65 years of age, obese,
chronically ill or immunocompromised - the most likely to die from an infection.
Therefore, if you are in this group, please get vaccinated!

Vaccination is superior to natural infection because the risks of death or severe
long-term symptoms are astronomically lower. One limitation of the CDC study was
that we must await new data and research to see if there are differences in immunity
due to vaccination or prior infections during this current period of the highly
infectious omicron variant of SARS-CoV-2.
We have observed that those vaccinated, while not protected from infection, are much
less likely to be hospitalized. Similarly, those who had a previous infection and
remain unvaccinated are also highly protected against serious omicron disease.
Given now that CDC recognizes the protective effect of prior infection, it is time to
update vaccination policies and school or work-entry requirements across federal and
state or county governments. Those with natural immunity should have equal status as
those vaccinated.
Demonstrating a prior infection is no more difficult than demonstrating vaccination.
Many European countries recognize that immunity due to prior infection is equal to
vaccination.
Not exempting those with prior infection was always unfair; now it is unscientific as
well.
(Jeffrey Klausner, MD, MPH, is a clinical professor of Medicine, Population and
Public Health Sciences at the Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southern
California. Twitter: @DrKlausner. Noah Kojima is a senior resident in internal
medicine at UCLA Health.)

Eileen Gu's gold medal prompts torrent of vile jingoism in US media
Dan Mennella - Audacy

Audacy
A rare moment of international solidarity and celebration was marred by racially
charged nationalism in some corners of western media on Tuesday, when

Chinese-American skiing star Eileen Gu won gold in the big air competition in
Beijing.
Gu, 18, opted to compete for China in these Games back in 2019, citing her mother's
Chinese heritage, despite growing up largely in the Bay Area.
With her star rising, the photogenic Gu's decision has come under increasing scrutiny
since the start of the Olympics, and the sentiment was renewed with ugly fervor after
her triumph on Tuesday.
Speaking with a pool of international reporters after she captured her first career
Olympic gold, the Stanford-bound teen was asked about the criticism she faced.
"Here's the thing: I'm not trying to keep anyone happy," said Gu. "I'm an 18-year-old
girl out here living my best life. I'm having a great time. It doesn't really matter if
other people are happy or not, because I feel as though I'm doing my best.
I'm enjoying the entire process, and I'm using my voice to create as much positive
change as I can to the voices who will listen to me, in an area that is personal and
relevant to myself.
"So, I know that I have a good heart, and I know my reasons for making the decisions
I do are based on a greater common interest, and something that I feel like is for the
greater good. And so if other people don't really believe that's where I'm coming from,
then that just reflects that they do not have the empathy to empathize with a good
heart, perhaps because they don't share the same kind of morals that I do, and in that
sense, I'm not going to waste my time trying to placate people who are, one,
uneducated, and, two, probably are never going to experience the kind of joy,
gratitude and love that I have the great fortune to experience on a daily basis.
"So, yeah, if people don't believe me and don't like me, then their loss. They're never
going to win at the Olympics."

While the majority of responses to Gu's victory seemed to be positive, a few notable
figures and outlets took a decidedly negative stance.
Former US Senator Claire McCaskill, a former top Democrat and frequent
contributor on MSNBC, was among those leading the charge in criticizing Gu.

Meanwhile Sports Illustrated published a patronizing article by Michael Rosenberg,
baselessly asserting that Gu was being manipulated.
"Gu got her gold medal and China got its pawn," Rosenberg wrote. "It is not clear
whether Gu fully understands how thoroughly she is being used."
Writing for Yahoo Sports, journalist Jay Busbee needlessly noted the Mandarin
rendering of Gu's name - Gu Ailing - and suggested she was being fed talking points
by the Chinese government.
"It’s a quote China couldn’t have scripted any better," Busbee wrote about Gu's
response to a question about Chinese tennis player Peng Shuai, whose vague social
media post about her former lover in the Chinese government was intentionally
misrepresented by western media as a case of sexual assault.
Gu, without addressing the specifics of the Peng case, said she was pleased Peng was
in attendance. Peng was accompanied by IOC President Thomas Bach, who has met
and spoken with Peng several times since her alleged "disappearance" and
subsequent resurfacing.
The conservative finance outlet The Economist saw the occasion as a chance to
resurface an old piece about Gu, suggesting her fame and wealth had been
"amplified" by the Chinese government in exchange for "silence."

The Associated Press, in its recap of Gu's gold, also intimated that her decision was
motivated by financial gain, and that she had provoked an "army of cynics."
"The decision seems to have been a lucrative one for Gu, whose second passion is
modeling," wrote Jake Seiner.
"Her face is on advertisements across Beijing, and she’s been photographed for
Vogue, Victoria’s Secret, Louis Vuitton, Tiffany and more."
Other conservative-leaning, mostly white men had similarly denigrating and
chauvinistic responses:

Japan to divert LNG to Europe amid worries over Ukraine
Mari Yamaguchi - Associated Press

Associated Press
TOKYO (AP) — Japan has decided to divert some of its gas reserves to Europe amid
growing concern over possible disruptions of supplies due to the Ukraine crisis,
Economy, Trade and Industry Minister Koichi Hagiuda said Wednesday.
The decision was made at the request of the United States and European Union and is
intended to help European countries cope with uncertainties about gas supplies given
fears of a possible Russian incursion into Ukraine, he said after meeting with U.S.
Ambassador Rahm Emanuel, who arrived in Japan in late January.
Emanuel welcomed Japan’s offer. “Japan’s assistance to Europe is an example of
how President Biden and Prime Minister Kishida are working closely together with
like-minded partners to deter Russian aggression against Ukraine, and uphold our
shared values," Emanuel said in a statement.
Russia is the third-largest oil producer after the U.S. and Saudi Arabia and the
source of about 40% of the natural gas used in Europe. With gas and oil prices
already high, any move to cut the flow of energy could be painful to Europe.
The United States and European allies have pledged economic and political sanctions
if Russia moves its military into Ukraine, but worry about potential repercussions
such as the possibility of Russia halting its natural gas supplies to Europe in the
middle of the winter.
U.S. and European officials have been coordinating with natural gas suppliers
around the world to cushion the impact in case Russia cuts off natural gas supplies
over the Ukraine conflict.
With some 100,000 Russian troops massed at the Ukraine border, experts
say Qatar — the world’s second-biggest exporter of liquefied natural gas, or LNG —
is eager to help again but might only be able to offer limited assistance.

Japan is a major importer of LNG. Hagiuda said it is contributing its excess supply
after securing enough for its domestic needs for the coldest month of February.
“Our country also faces a difficult situation with LNG for February," Hagiuda said.
But he added that “In light of requests from the U.S. Ambassador to Japan Emanuel,
and given the severe gas shortage situation in Europe . . . we have decided to
cooperate, on the premise that stable supply to Japan is secured.”
Hagiuda also met, separately, with EU ambassador to Japan Patricia Flor on
Wednesday.
The exact amount of LNG to be diverted was not disclosed. Government officials have
been negotiating with Japanese gas companies about the plan, he said.
During his talks with Emanuel, Hagiuda also noted the importance of further
deepening and expanding “broad and inclusive” economic cooperation between
Japan and the United States and across the Indo-Pacific region.

Democrats Realize That Americans Are Done With COVID Rules
Brendan Cole - Newsweek

Spencer Plat/Getty
New York is set to drop its indoor mask mandate, as Democrat-led states appear keen
to move on with life beyond the coronavirus pandemic, which a poll has shown has
caused frustration among voters across the political divide.
New York Governor Kathy Hochul is due to announce on Wednesday an end to the
COVID mitigation measures, according to The New York Times as one public health
expert told Newsweek, "it makes sense to have an off-ramp for mandates now."

Thursday will see the expiration of the rule requiring businesses in New York State to
demand customers have proof of vaccination and wear masks indoors, except when
eating or drinking.
While it is not clear if Hochul will renew or drop a separate mask mandate for
schools that expires on February 21, the move comes as polls have suggested that two
years on from its outbreak, Americans are done with the pandemic and want to move
on.
A poll by the Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF) in January suggested that nearly
three-quarters of Americans were fed up with the coronavirus.
The sentiment was split evenly among voters, with 74 percent of Democrats and 72
percent of Republicans "tired when it comes to the pandemic" according to the survey
of 1,536 adults between January 11 and 23 with a margin of error of 3 percent.
Four-fifths (80 percent) of Independent voters also felt tired of COVID.
White House Continues To Encourage Masks In Schools Despite Some States Lifting
Rule. A poll by Monmouth University in January found that 70 percent of people
agreed "it's time we accept COVID is here to stay and we just need to get on with our
lives."
In quick succession, Democrat-led states have announced an ending to mitigation
measures, citing lower infection numbers as the Omicron wave that swept across the
U.S. in the last few months has started to recede.
On Monday, California Governor Gavin Newsom announced an end to the state's
indoor mask mandate for vaccinated people from February 15, although it is up to
local jurisdictions to make their own decision on the rule. Los Angeles County will
keep the restrictions in place.
New Jersey Governor Philip Murphy, a Democrat, said his state would no longer
require students and school employees to wear masks, which is against the
recommendations of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The policy
would take effect on March 7, signaling a shift in the divisive debate around mask
wearing in schools.
Connecticut Governor Ned Lamont said he recommended ending the statewide mask
mandate in schools and childcare centers from February 28 and would leave
decisions on mask requirements in schools to local officials.
In Delaware, Governor John Carney said that public and private K-12 mask
mandates would expire on March 31 meaning there are just over a dozen states, as
well as the District of Columbia, that have not ended student mask requirements.
Other cities and states may wind down mandates soon. Boston mayor Michelle Wu
said she would lift proof-of-vaccine requirements if hospitalizations and case
numbers continued to fall.

"It makes sense to have an off-ramp for mandates now, and allow people as much
normalcy as possible before another variant threatens to upend our lives again," said
Dr. Leana Wen, professor of health policy and management at George
Washington University.
"Pandemic restrictions were always meant to end at the soonest possibility," she
told Newsweek, pointing to rapidly declining COVID cases, the protection that
vaccines give and the fact that hospitals are no longer overwhelmed.
Moving past pandemic measures will allow Democrats to focus on issues such as the
economy and personal finances, which will be key at the ballot box for the midterm
elections.
"There's no doubt that, even among more liberal voters, patience for stringent COVID
measures is wearing thin," said Thomas Gift, founding director of University College
London's Centre on U.S. Politics.
"The decision of many Democratic governors to relax rules on protocols like indoor
mask-wearing in part reflects changing circumstances with the virus but it's also a
political response to general COVID fatigue," he told Newsweek.
"Democrats are staring down elections in less than a year, and few think that
continuing to impose restrictive mandates has much of a political upshot."
Regardless of the health and scientific arguments about easing COVID measures, Gift
said, "Democrats clearly see the writing on the wall, and it's no surprise that they
don't want to give Republicans more ammunition on this issue."

Bone-chilling cold makes it feel like 88 below zero in Alaska town
Gina Martinez - The Daily Mail
Follow
React2 Comments|11
Bundle up, the big freeze is upon us!

Daily Mail Temperatures in most of northern Alaska have dipped to below 50 degrees
this week, with strong wind chills of over 15 mph making it feel even colder.
Low temperatures and strong winds have led to bone-chilling cold across the Last
Frontier this week, making it feel like 88 degrees Fahrenheit below zero in one
remote Alaskan town.
On Monday morning, temperatures in the Northern Alaskan town of Deadhorse,
where the average February low is 26 degrees below zero, nearly doubled that and
reached 50 degrees below zero, with wind chills making it feel like 88 below.
Temperatures in most of Northern Alaska have dipped to 50 degrees below zero this
week, with strong wind chills of over 15 mph in most of those locations - making it
feel even colder.
The cold is due to an atmospheric river event that will bring rain and possible
flooding across the southeast part of the state while the northern interior of the state
deals with bitterly cold temperatures, according to the National Weather Service.
As of Wednesday morning, low temperatures across the North Slope - the
northernmost borough in Alaska with a population of about 11,000 people - were
expected to be 58 degrees Fahrenheit below zero.

Daily Mail Pictured: Temperatures across the US as of Wednesday, including in
Alaska - where lows reached -51F and Colorado where winter weather dropped to
single digits at 3 degrees

Daily Mail Temperatures across Alaska were well below zero in some places, as the
northern interior of the state deals with bitterly cold temperatures as low as -26
degrees on Wednesday afternoon
'The jet stream is running through the middle of the state, with the polar vortex and
Arctic air trapped over northern Alaska producing dangerous low temperatures and

AccuWeather RealFeel Temperatures that are abnormal even for one of the coldest
parts of the country,' AccuWeather Meteorologist Thomas Geiger said.
The temperatures have been so extreme that on Tuesday, there was a more than
100-degree difference between the highest (+47) and lowest (-55) temperatures in
Alaska, WoodTV.com reported.
As of Wednesday morning, temperatures in Deadhorse rose slightly to 53 degrees
below zero and wind chills make it feel like 76 degrees below zero.
'The intense cold is confined to the northern part of the state across the Brooks Range
and the North Slope,' AccuWeather Senior Meteorologist Dan Pydynowski said.
In Nuiqsut, the temperatures dropped to 49 below on Wednesday morning with a
warning of dangerous wind chills of 75-below by the NWS, warning that
the dangerously cold wind can cause frostbite in as little as 10 minutes to exposed
skin.

Daily Mail Freezing cold temperatures in Alaska on Wednesday. Temperatures
dropped down to -49 in Point Lay and -44 in Deadhorse but felt colder due to wind
chill temperatures that went as low as -88

Daily Mail A look at temperatures across Alaska early Tuesday morning, where
temperatures were mostly below zero, and up north temperatures dropped all the way
to 50 degrees below zero

Daily Mail As of Wednesday morning, low temperatures across the North Slope were
expected to be 58 degrees Fahrenheit below zero (high peaks of the Brooks Range in
the Alaskan Arctic pictured)

Daily Mail The current freezing temperatures in Alaska are due to an atmospheric
river event that will bring rain and possible flooding across the southeast part of the
state while the northern interior of the state deals with bitterly cold temperatures
(Native Arctic Inupiate village of Kaktovik, Alaska pictured)

Daily Mail Wind chills made below zero temperatures in Alaska feel even colder,
dropping to below 91 degrees in Howard Pass on Monday
'Frost bite can occur quickly and even hypothermia or death if precautions are not
taken,' said Wednesday's warning for the Beaufort Sea Coast, which also includes
Prudhoe Bay, Alpine, Deadhorse and Kuparuk.
Howard Pass reported a wind chill of 91 below zero on Monday, only a few degrees
away from the town's unofficial record wind chill of 100 below zero set in
2014, AccuWeather reported.

As of Wednesday morning, temperatures rose to 31 below zero with wind chills of 42
degrees below.
In Utqiagvik, temperatures reached minus 27 early Wednesday morning and below 53
degree wind chills, which is fairly average winter temperatures for the Alaskan
town.
'Extreme cold will continue Wednesday in Utqiagvik with highs around 25 below zero
which is 20 [degrees] below normal for this time of year,' Pydynowski said, adding
that lows will still not be anywhere near record levels.
Last week, temperatures in Texas were below freezing due to winter storm Landon,
which spanned 2,000 miles from the Rockies to New England.
The winter storm swept the nation, putting 95 million Americans under winter
weather advisories through Saturday and canceling 4,800 flights across the nation.
The storm has left about 350,000 homes and businesses across Texas, Ohio,
Tennessee, West Virginia, Pennsylvania and New York without power, according to
PowerOutage.us.
While the storm wreaked havoc across the U.S., the heavy snow and ice
accumulations and even the tornadoes aren't out of the ordinary for this time of year,
senior AccuWeather meteorologist Adam Douty told USA Today.
While there was a large amount of icing in Tennessee and Arkansas, 8 to 12 inches of
snow for much of the Midwest isn't uncommon, Douty said. 'It's a good snow storm ...
but it's nothing unusual,' he said of last week's wild weather.
In 2021, the U.S. was hit with 20 extreme weather events that resulted in 688 deaths
and $145 billion in damages, according to a report from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The events included everything from droughts to hailstorms in Texas, to wildfires in
the West and flooding.
The four tropical storms that rocked the nation had the biggest impact, costing
Americans $78.5 billion - and $74 billion was just from damages during Hurricane
Ida that left a trail of destruction from Louisiana to New York.
The report complied all disasters from 1980 through 2021 in the U.S., showing a total
of 310 disasters that cost $2.155 trillion.
NOAA climatologist and economist Adam Smith, who compiles billion-dollar weather
disasters for NOAA, told The Associated Press: 'It was a tough year. Climate change
has taken a shotgun approach to hazards across the country.'

Scientists have long said human-caused climate change makes extreme weather
nastier and more frequent, documenting numerous links to wild and deadly weather
events.

Roberts’s Grip Slips as Supreme Court Conservatives Curb Voting Rights
Greg Stohr - Bloomberg

Bloomberg
(Bloomberg) -- Chief Justice John Roberts was once in the vanguard as the U.S.
Supreme Court rolled back the Voting Rights Act. But as his more conservative
colleagues showed Monday in restoring a Republican-drawn Alabama congressional
map, Roberts is no longer in control.
Roberts joined the three liberal justices in dissent as the court blocked a lower court
ruling that said the landmark 1965 law required Alabama to have a second heavily
Black district.
It’s the latest order from a court whose bold reshaping of the law is leaving its chief
justice on an island, often backing his fellow Republican appointees on their general
direction but trying unsuccessfully to slow them down. Roberts was similarly in
dissent last year when the same five-justice majority let Texas’ six-week abortion ban
take effect.
“The chief justice’s opinions signal that while he doesn’t necessarily disagree with
the direction in which his conservative colleagues are going, he does not agree with
how they’re getting there,” said David Strauss, a constitutional law professor at the
University of Chicago law school.
“They are moving too quickly, without paying enough attention to the proper role of
the Supreme Court, and, in the Alabama voting rights case, without the respect due to
very conscientious lower court judges.”

The Alabama dispute is the first Supreme Court test for the new districts being drawn
around the country to govern the next decade’s elections. The case could affect Texas,
where President Joe Biden’s administration is challenging the state’s voting maps,
and potentially other states whose district lines are under scrutiny from civil rights
groups.
Although Roberts said the court was right to accept the case for review, he would
have left the lower court ruling in effect for the November election. In all likelihood,
that would have given Alabama a second Black -- and Democratic -- representative in
the House next year.
His stance could change once the court takes up the case on the merits. Given his
track record in voting and race cases, Roberts, 67, is likely to be sympathetic to
Alabama’s contention that it shouldn’t have to carve out a second Black district.
The state, which is 27% Black, says it didn’t consider race in drawing its seven
districts and shouldn’t have to elevate race over traditional redistricting criteria.
‘Sordid Business’
Roberts said Monday that past Supreme Court decisions governing so-called vote
dilution claims “have engendered considerable disagreement and uncertainty,”
suggesting he was prepared to take a fresh look at those precedents.
Roberts has made no secret of his distaste for what he sees as racial categorizations.
“It is a sordid business, this divvying up by race,” he wrote in a 2006 redistricting
case. The following year, he wrote in a school integration case that “the way to stop
discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race.”
And he wrote the court’s 2013 decision gutting a Voting Rights Act provision that
required jurisdictions with a deep history of discrimination to get federal clearance
before changing their voting rules. “Things have changed dramatically” in the South
since the law was enacted in 1965, he wrote in that case, Shelby County v. Holder.
But the decision Monday was less about sweeping legal principles than proper
litigation procedures. Two of the justices in the majority, Brett Kavanaugh and
Samuel Alito, said it was too close to the November election -- and Alabama’s May
primaries -- to force the state to change its voting districts.
They pointed to a 2006 Supreme Court decision that said federal courts shouldn’t
change voting rules just before the election. Kavanaugh said the lower court order
“would require heroic efforts by those state and local authorities in the next few
weeks -- and even heroic efforts likely would not be enough to avoid chaos and
confusion.”
Dissenting Justice Elena Kagan assailed that reasoning, saying the election was
months away and the three-judge panel had moved with “astonishing speed.”
“This court is wrong to stay that decision based on a hastily made and wholly
unexplained prejudgment that it is ready to change the law,” Kagan wrote for herself
and two other liberal justices.

Roberts didn’t join Kagan’s opinion, but his vote suggested tacit agreement on that
point. He wrote that a stay wasn’t warranted because the lower court “properly
applied existing law in an extensive opinion with no apparent errors for our
correction.”
Carrie Severino, president of the conservative Judicial Crisis Network, said she was
“surprised and disappointed that the chief justice did not join the majority’s
reasonable order.”
But liberals said Roberts’ stance highlighted just how far the court was going.
“Not even Chief Justice Roberts, author of the infamous Shelby County decision,
could bring himself to join the radical right majority in draining the Voting Rights Act
of all meaning and leaving it a hollow shell,” Harvard Law School professor
Laurence Tribe tweeted.

Russia at center of another Olympic doping controversy
Dan Wetzel - Yahoo Sport

Yahoo! Sports
Russia ran such a widespread, sophisticated and successful performance-enhancing
drug operation at the 2014 Winter Olympics that the country was technically “banned”
from the past three Olympic Games, including the current one in Beijing.
Now it appears their masked “replacement” — the Russian Olympic Committee —
may be trying to follow the same old script.
Tuesday's medal ceremony for the figure skating team event — won by six Russian
skaters competing for the ROC — was delayed due to a legal fight over a positive
drug test in the group, the International Olympic Committee said.
The crux of the dispute centers on Kamila Valieva, according to InsideTheGames.biz.

The Guardian newspaper reported that “the substance is not a drug that would aid
performance” although elite figure skating has been awash in accusations over the
use of puberty blockers, weight loss drugs or other tactics that can stunt growth or
weight gain and aid in leaping.
“This cannot be true,” legendary Russian coach Tatiana Tarasova said to the
Guardian. “We can be pointed fingers at, but we are all clean.”
The 15-year-old sensation is the biggest star in skating despite not making her senior
level debut until Oct. 7, 2021, just four months ago. She’s won every event she's
entered and has already set nine world records, including recording the three highest
scores ever tallied in the sport. Her current record of 272.71 is nearly 10 percent
higher than any other woman has ever scored.
Valieva made her Olympic debut Monday by leading Russia to gold in the team event.
While, due to her age, she’s neither entered nor won a World or Olympic title (yet),
many consider her the greatest skater of all time because of her ability to flawlessly
land three or more quad jumps in a single free skate.
Only a few female skaters can hit a single quad, let alone rattle them off like Valieva.
As recently as the 2018 Winter Games, no female could, and in 2010 American Evan
Lysacek won the men’s individual title without attempting a quad.
Yet Valieva makes them look easy. At age 13 — despite still competing in juniors —
she was just the second woman of any age to ever land a quad in competition.
Most of the other skaters who have mastered the quad are also Russians.
Teammate Alexandra Trusova, 17, has landed five in a single routine and should
attempt four during her free skate next week. Anna Shcherbakova, also 17, will either
attempt multiple quads or a quad flip and seven triples. All of this is astounding.
Russians are favored to sweep the ladies’ competition, win gold in the pairs and
potentially in the ice dance. This after taking both the gold and silver in the 2018
women's event and gold in 2014.
“[They] are doing things that I can only dream of doing,” American Karen Chen said
of the Russians. Chen is a two-time Olympian who finished fourth at the 2021 World
Championships but does not attempt a quad in her routines.
“I am not capable of doing what they are doing,” Chen said.
All of this is why international skating has greeted Valieva with excitement over her
performances but also suspicion of just how someone so young can be so good.
Here’s the issue. Due to being under the age of 16, Valieva is considered by the
World Anti-Doping Agency to be a “Protected Person.”
The WADA code treats Protected Persons “differently than other Athletes in certain
circumstances based on the understanding that, below a certain age or intellectual
capacity [they] may not possess the mental capacity to understand and appreciate the

prohibitions against conduct contained in the Code.” In other words, the code
protects young athletes who may have been too naive or unaware that they took a
banned substance.
As such, the penalty could be lower than disqualification. There is much that is
subjective about that decision — hence the legal battle — but it is possible that even if
Valieva tested positive for a banned substance she could maintain her eligibility and
just be reprimanded.
That would mean that not only would the Russians keep the gold medal won in the
team event (the United States took silver) but Valieva could even remain eligible to
compete next week in the individual competition.
We'll see. A ruling should come soon. However, anything that merely reprimands any
Russian would be an insult to logic. Any country throwing PED-charges around is
doing it from a glass house, but Russia has taken things to entirely different levels.

Yahoo! Sports An official bus passes by the anti-doping laboratory of the 2014 Winter
Olympic Games on February 21, 2014 at the Olympic Park in Sochi. (Loen Neal/AFP
via Getty Images)
For the 2014 Winter Games hosted in Sochi, the Russians operated a full-scale
doping regime. It went to incredible lengths, including the construction of a building
next to the Olympic PED testing lab. A secret hole was cut in a shared wall so at
night Russian workers would swap dirty urine samples of Russians with clean
samples.
Russia would go on to win the most medals at those Games while not having a single
one of its athletes test positive. It then did the same in the Paralympics, cheating the
world’s sledge hockey players and visually impaired skiers. Russia won more than
three times the amount of both gold and total medals of any other country at the
Paralympics.

After the scheme was unearthed (including two of the men who orchestrated it
coincidentally turning up dead in Russia), the IOC officially barred Russia from
competing at the Olympics.
It has, however, allowed Russian athletes to participate under the banner of “Olympic
Athletes from Russia” and the current “Russian Olympic Committee."
So Russia isn’t in Beijing but lots of Russians are. And now it appears like old habits
are dying hard.
If the IOC and the International Skating Union don’t view this entire case through the
prism of the country involved — and how fortunate it is to still be allowed to send its
athletes — then the skating competition should just pack it up and go home.
It hardly matters if this is fair or not to Kamila Valieva, who very well may be an
innocent, teenage pawn. She skates for Russia, even if it's now called the Russian
Olympic Committee.
A cheat by any other name would still be Vlad Putin’s favorite team.

'She’s on her own level': Fellow half-pipe gold medalists on Chloe Kim's potential
to make Olympic history
Rachel Axon - USA TODAY SPORT

Jack Gruber, USA TODAY Sports
ZHANGJIAKOU, China – It’s hard enough to win one Olympic gold medal, let alone
two. Just ask the female snowboarders who have tried in the past 20 years.
Nathan Chen, Jessie Diggins, Eileen Gu make history; Shaun White, Chloe Kim on
Wednesday. Most of them went on to win another medal, though they never got back
to the top of the podium. So they know, more than anyone, the difficulty of what
Chloe Kim is attempting – to become the first woman in Olympic history to take gold
in the half-pipe for a second time.

“The stars have to align every four years on that one day everyone is watching,” said
Australian Torah Bright, who won gold in 2010 before claiming silver four years
later.
As hard as it is, Kim is the best positioned of anyone they’ve seen to attempt it. Here’s
why, from the women who know exactly what she’s up against.
She’s been good for a long time
Their first memory of Kim is usually similar – meeting a little girl on a mountain who
had a helmet with a face mask and could shred.
Hannah Teter, the 2006 gold medalist and 2010 silver medalist, thinks Kim must have
been about 9 years old when they met in New Zealand. Teter remembers Kim’s dad,
Jong Jin, getting her to ride switch, or in her unnatural stance, throughout the
summer.
“She was just this little thing that you could see the gold just oozing out of her,” Teter
said. “She was training young. Super young, training hard. When you see a kid doing
that, you know they’re going somewhere.”
Bright met her at Mammoth Mountain when Kim was about 11 at an event where she
was asked to present Kim with an award. She remembers Kim doing inverts on jumps.
“She was so adorable and we all knew that she was going to be around for a while
back then,” she said.
Kaitlyn Farrington, who won gold in 2014, first remembers meeting Kim at the U.S.
Open around 2012. After winning the Junior Jam, Kim got to compete with the pros.
She watched Kim do a “huge” frontside 900.
“I think all of us were like, all right, there’s the next girl,” she said.
She’s got the fundamentals down
Watch Kim compete, and it’s easy to see her difficult tricks and massive amplitude.
But her fellow Olympic gold medalists keyed in upon the basic fundamentals that
separate her as well.
Her transition riding between the walls stood out, and it’s something that helps her
maintain speed and get the kind of amplitude to do the big tricks.
“She rides transition incredibly and will quite easily be doing the biggest airs of the
day as well. What is impressive is watching her progress as a rider,” Bright said.
“She hasn’t limited herself. She rotates every way.” Her switch riding is key, they all
said.
Farrington remembers a day training in New Zealand around 2013. The other teams
had left because the weather was terrible, but she was up there and so was Kim and
her father.

“She was always working on something different, or riding the pipe doing full switch
runs through the pipe for however many runs and then she’d go to doing regular
runs,” Farrington said. “That repetition that she’s just been a hard worker her entire
career and that’s really shown and paid off for her.”
She’s mastered the difficult
Perhaps more than anyone, Kelly Clark knows what it takes to ride at the top level.
The gold medalist in 2002, she’d go on to win Olympic bronze in 2010 and 2014. At
one point in her career, she won 16 contests in a row.
In many ways, she pushed the sport forward, including becoming the first woman to
land a 1080. Kim became the first to do back-to-back 1080s. In Kim, Clark sees the
intentionality to do what she wants, to be proactive in pushing progression rather
than reactive.
“You’re talking about switch backside, you’re talking about McTwist, cab 10, front
10s, cab 9s, front 12s. It’s just astounding, just as a snowboarder,” Clark said,
pointing to Kim’s vast arsenal of tricks.
“I don’t know if the general public would see it and appreciate, but for me, I see it,
and I’m like, do you know how hard that is?”
That array of tricks sets her apart. While many top riders will have one or two banger
tricks – big, difficult ones they can land to be in contention – Kim has many.
“She’s on her own level up there. She rides like a guy, which is a huge compliment in
our sport,” said Teter. “She just has that clean, smooth, style-y, crazy and goes huge.
She’s always pushed it.”
She’s given herself options
Most riders have a qualifying run they can put down to get to a final and one or two
they can do there to try to get on a podium. Kim has many ways to beat them.
Rick Bower, her coach on the U.S. Half-pipe team, says she has two for qualifiers and
five different finals runs.
“When she drops into the pipe, you can’t call her run from top to bottom like you can
most other riders,” Farrington said. “She doesn’t have to put down her best run and
can still win a contest. There’s just that confidence she has and well-deserved. She
can put down her second-best run and still win any contest.”
If that weren’t enough, Kim is working on three new tricks that she plans to debut
here. That’s almost unheard of in a sport where athletes spend months learning one
or two new tricks in an Olympic year.
“The depth of her tricks and how many different varieties and combinations, it
borderline makes her unstoppable because someone’s not going to be able to come in
there and say, I’m going to beat her this way,” Clark said.

“She’ll just try a different run that’s completely head and shoulders above the rest,
too. She’s really set herself apart there, and that’s really unique in snowboarding and
just so impressive. Just as a snowboarder, I’m like, how did you build that?”

Photos in Gallery©Jack Gruber, USA TODAY Sports
Chloe Kim (USA) in the Women’s Snowboard Half-pipe Qualifications during the
Beijing 2022 Olympic Winter Games at Genting Snow Park on Feb 9, 2022.
South Korea's Hwang wins Olympic gold in short track
Beth Harris (Sports Writer) - AP
Associated Press – Sports
BEIJING (AP) — Good thing South Korea didn't pack up its skates and go home.
Angered by the disqualifications of two of its short track speed-skaters at the Beijing
Games, the country filed complaints and its citizens flooded social media urging the
team to go home.
They stuck around, and Hwang Daeheon won gold in the men's 1,500 meters on
Wednesday.

Associated Press – Sports Hwang Dae-heon, left, of South Korea, reacts after winning
his men's 1500-meters final during the short track speed-skating competition at the
2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Beijing.(AP Photo/David J.
Phillip)
He edged his skate in front in a tight finish of the 10-man final at Capital Indoor
Stadium, giving South Korea the title for the fourth time in six Olympics.
Hwang and teammate Lee Juneseo were disqualified in the semifinals of the 1,000 two
days earlier. That triggered the South Korean contingent to complain to the
International Skating Union and International Olympic Committee about the referee's
judgment.

Associated Press – Sports Hwang Dae-Heon (52), of South Korea, celebrates after
crossing the finish line to take the gold medal in the men's 1500-meter final during the
short track speed-skating competition at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb.
9, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/Jeff Roberson)

Fans in the short track-mad country flooded the Korean Olympic Committee with
phone calls demanding the team leave Beijing.
Hwang downplayed the passionate reaction to the earlier DQs of himself and Lee.
“The judges' decisions came because I didn’t have a clean game,” he said through a
translator. “In today’s race it was the cleanest race and that was our strategy as well,
so that’s why we could have this great result.”
In the 1,500, Steven Dubois of Canada earned silver. He crashed in his semifinal, but
was advanced to the A final when 2018 silver medalist Sjinkie Kneght of the
Netherlands was penalized.

Associated Press – Sports Steven Dubois of Canada, reacts after his second place
finish the men's 1500-meters final during the short track speed-skating competition at
the 2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/David J.
Phillip)
Russian skater Semen Elistratov took bronze, matching his finish from four years ago
at the Pyeongchang Games.

Associated Press – Sports Hwang Dae-heon of South Korea, celebrates with
teammates after winning his men's 1500-meters final during the short track speed
skating competition at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in
Beijing. (AP Photo/David J. Phillip)
South Korea was well represented in the final. Besides Hwang, Lee finished fifth and
Park Janghyuk was seventh.
There were so many skaters in the final that six lined up on the start and the other
four were on the back line. The pack circling the rink looked more like a relay than an
individual final. But there were no crashes, unlike the second night of competition
that was loaded with spills and penalties.

Associated Press – Sports Gold medalist, Hwang Dae-heon, centre, of South Korea,
celebrates on the podium with silver medalist, Steven Dubois, left, of Canada, and
bronze medalist, Semen Elistratov of Russian Olympic Committee, right, during the
victory ceremony for the men's 1500-meters final at the track speed-skating

competition during the 2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Beijing.
(AP Photo/Natacha Pisarenko)
“I was starting on the back line so I got kind of squeezed at the start,” Dubois said.
“When there’s 10 people in a race you can’t really be in back because there’s no way
you’re going to come back. I did one big pass and that’s all it took to get a medal. It
was definitely disbelief.”

Associated Press – Sports Teams race in the women's 3000-meters relay semifinal
during the short track speed-skating competition at the 2022 Winter Olympics,
Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/David J. Phillip)
Liu Shaoang of Hungary finished fourth. His brother, Liu Shaolin Sandor, was sixth.
China had been trying to topple the dominant South Koreans, but the host country
failed to advance any skaters to the final. Ren Ziwei was penalized for an arm block
in his semifinal.
“I expected too much from this race, so I made a stupid mistake,” Ren said through a
translator.

Associated Press – Sports Kristen Santos of the United States, races in her heat of the
women's 1000-meters during the short track speed-skating competition at the 2022
Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/Natacha
Pisarenko)
Charles Hamelin of Canada, the 37-year-old world champion, was penalized for a
lane change in the same semifinal, leading the referee to advance three skaters to the
A final in addition to the top two finishers. That led to the unusual amount of skaters
in the final. South Korea's women had a good night, too.

Associated Press – Sports Kim Boutin of Canada, falls in her heat of the women's
1000-meters during the short track speed-skating competition at the 2022 Winter
Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/Bernat Armangue)
Kim A Lang could become the first skater to win three consecutive Olympic titles in
the same event when she and Seo Whimin, Choi Minjeong and Lee Yubin compete in
the 3,000 relay final on Sunday.

South Korea has won gold six of the eight times the relay has been held at the
Olympics, including the last two. Kim, Choi and Lee return from four years ago when
they won in their home country.

Associated Press – Sports Courtney Sarault of Canada, and Kim A Lang of South
Korea race in their heat of the women's 1000-meters during the short track
speed-skating competition at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in
Beijing. (AP Photo/Natacha Pisarenko)
Also moving on to the A final were Canada, China and the Netherlands.
The U.S. team of Kristen Santos, Corinne Stoddard, Maame Biney and Julie Letai will
skate in the B final.
Defending Olympic champion Suzanne Schulting of the Netherlands was the top
qualifier in the 1,000 heats.
Arianna Fontana of Italy, who is the most decorated short track skater in Olympic
history, also moved on to the quarterfinals Wednesday. Also advancing were Choi,
Santos, Biney and Stoddard.
Biney benefited when Canadian rival Kim Boutin tripped and crashed while leading
their heat. Boutin won a silver medal four years ago in Pyeongchang.
Stoddard skated with a white bandage on her broken nose. She got hurt in a crash on
the first day of competition.

